
How to do the Video Audition: 

Hereby find the required videos we consider necessary to do the audition online for PARin Dance 21/22:  

Movement: 
In each of the following blocks find the different exercises to be performed in each of the videos. You can 
build up the exercises combining the steps we would like to see in each of them. 

Shooting: 
All videos must be with NO CUTS NOR ANY EDITING. The only cuts that can be there is in between exer-
cises for learning them and resting the body in between. But the outfit and camera position must be the 
same, as a continuation of the class. 
The camera position is mentioned in each explanation.  
It should be recorded with a current studio light.  

Dressing: 
For female candidates, please ware a straps or t-shirt black leotard and pink/flesh color tights.  
For male candidates, please ware black tights and a white t-shirt or tight upper body.  

Send these videos via VIDEOLINK (Youtube or Vimeo) in a mail with your name, age, hight and nationality 
with a short Studies/Working CV to: auditions@fundacioct.cat 

Deadline: Fabruary 26th 
Notification of results: March 10th 

Video list: 

Video 1 - exercises at the Barre: 
Position of the camera: Profile 

Exercise 1 - Tendues and Jettes:  
both sides together 
8 x eights per side 

Exercise 2 - Rond de Jambe / Fondues 
both sides separated 
8 x eights per side 
+ Port de Bras / stretching 
+ balance in Retiré Passé or back Attitude 

Exercise 3 - Adage  
(Delevoppées in three positions, upper body movement, possible Grand Rond de Jambe and Panché) 
both sides separated 
4 x eights per side  
+ big balance in Arabesque, 5th position arms 

Exercise 4 - Grand Battement / Frappés 
both sides together

4 x eights per side + coda of Petit Battement
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Video 2 - exercises at the Center: 
Position of the camera: Frontal 

Exercise 1 - Jettés + relevés + piqués and pirouettes from 5th position. 
both sides together.  
4 x Eights per side 
Exercise 2 - Adage: Developpés + Big port de Bras + Balance + transporting steps 
both sides together.  
4 x Eights per side 

Exercise 3 - Big Turnings: Pirouettes from 4th positions, big diagonal transport, Walz 
Both sides together 
4 x eights per side 

Video 3 - Allegro: 
Position of the camera: Frontal 

Allegro 1 - Petit allegro: Glissade, Assamblé, Jetté, Pas de Chat… 
Both sides together 
2 x Eights per side 

Allegro 2 - Medium Allegro: Sissonne, Entre chaque quatre, Brisée, Temps de Cuisse, Temps elevé… 
Both sides together 
2 x Eights per side 

Allegro 3 - Grand Allegro: Saut the Chat, Entre Lacée, big transportations combined with a tour at the 
end. 
Both sides separated 
2 x Eights per side 

Grand Allegro (ONLY BOYS): Combination including entre chaque sis and double tour en l’air 5th to 5th, 
Saut de basque, Cabriole, Tour Sissonne. 
Both sides separated 
2 x Eights per side 

16 Fouettés à la Seconde 

Video 4 - Point shoes technique (ONLY GIRLS) 
Position of the camera: Frontal 
side to choose by the dancer 

2 combinations with the following steps:  
Fondue, Pas de bourre, tours arabesque, italian fouette, 16 Fouettés 

Video 5 - VARIATION 
Position of the camera: Frontal 

Female: Sugar Plump - The Nutcracker  



Male:   Tarantella -  The Nutcracker


